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*) 
An analysis of Rosenbrock methods for non-linear stiff initial value problems 

by 

J.G. Verwer 

ABSTRACT 

The paper presents an analysis of the Rosenbrock integration method 

when applied to a stiff system of the form 

-1 
X = f(t,x,y,£) + £ A(t)y, 

(1) 
-1 

y = g(t,x,y,£) + £ µ(t)By. 

This equation possesses the following desirable model properties: (a) It 

permits the simultaneous occurrence of smooth and transient solution com

ponents. (b) It contains a small parameter admitting a transition to arbi

trarily high stiffness. (c) The Jacobian matrix has a time-dependent eigen

system. (d) It contains non-linear terms. Provided certain assumptions have 

been satisfied, a characteristic of (1) is that for given initial vectors 

x(O) = XO' y(O) = Yo 

(2) llx(t,£)11 = 0(1), lly(t,£)11 = 0(£), c + 0, t E (O,T], T finite. 

Our analysis will be directed to obtaining criteria which guarantee a simi

lar behaviour for finite sequences of Rosenbrock approximations. By way of 

comparison, we also pay attention to D-stability properties of the Rosenbrock 

method. The property of D-stability, as introduced by van Veldhuizen, applies 

to the first variational equation of (1). 

KEY WORDS & PHRASES: Numerical analysis, Numerical integration, Rosenbrock 

methods, Non-linear stiff equations 

*) 
This report will be submitted for publication elsewhere. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A well-known class of numerical integration methods for stiff systems 

of first order ordinary differential equations is formed by the Runge-Kutta 

type Rosenbrock methods. Since the original paper of ROSENBROCK [16], there 

has been a considerable amount of research on this type of methods. Until 

now the emphasis has been on the development of new methods [ 1 , 2, 4, 5 , 7 , 8, 9, 

11,17,18], on the analysis of their stability functions [3,13,14], and on the 

study of order conditions [14,24] (in literature the name generalized Runge

Kutta method is also used). For linear problems our theoretical knowledge of 

Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock methods is rather complete nowadays. For non-linear 

problems however, the situation is entirely different. Though various schemes 

have been applied to complete test sets of non-linear problems (see e.g. [9, 

10]), our knowledge of their "non-linear behaviour" is still insufficient. 

It is the aim of the present paper to contribute to such a knowlwdge. 

We shall investigate the forerunner of all Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock me

thods, that is the method originally suggested in [16]. Following ideas put 

forward by VAN VELDHUIZEN [21] and STETTER [20], we analyze this integration 

method for a typical stiff equation which possesses the following desirable 

model properties: 

(a) It permits the simultaneous occurrence of smooth and transient solution 

components. 

(b) It contains a small parameter which permits a transition to arbitrarily 

high stiffness. 

(c) The Jacobian matrix has a time-dependent eigensystem. 

(d) It contains non-linear terms. 

The stiff equation is given by 2 coupled singu_larly perturbed differential 

systems of the form 

• -1 
x = f(t,x,y,e) + e A(t)y, 

(1.1) 
• -1 
y = g(t,x,y,e) + e µ(t)By. 

A nice feature of this model equation is that the vector functions f and g are 

allowed to be non-linear. We do require however that they remain bounded if 
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E + O. By putting A{t) = 0 and µ(t) constant, we obtain the stiff system whic 

was used byGRIEPENTROG [6] for an investigation of a certain class of implici 

one-step methods. We refined his model equation to (1.1) in view of points 

{a) and {c) mentioned above. 

Provided the right hand side f-:.mctions satisfy certain assumptions, a 

characteristic property of (1.1) is that for given initial vectors x{O) = x0 , 

y(O) = y0 , the solution functions x(t,e) and y{t,e) satisfy 

(1.2) llx{t,e)II =0(1), lly{t,e)II = O{e), e + o, t E {0,T], T finite. 

In our analysis of the Rosenbrock method we shall concentrate on these asymp

totic relations. That is, the investigation will be directed to obtaining 

* criteria which guarantee the existence of a constant T, such that for all 

* stepsizes TE (0,T] the finite sequences of Rosenbrock approximations satis-

fy similar asymptotic relations. 

The boundedness of a finite approximation sequence in e e (0,e0 J, 

e0 some constant, is in fact a property which VAN VELDHUIZEN [21] defined as 

D-stability. Among others, he has investigated this property for a 2-stage 

Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock discretization of a linear model equation which de

scribes various types of couplings between smooth and transient solution 

components. By way of comparison we therefore also pay attention to the model 

equation suggested by VAN VELDHUIZEN [21] and we present a new result on D

stability. 

2. THE ROSENBROCK INTEGRATION METHOD 

To begin with we define the particular c~ass of Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock 

formulas we are interested in in this paper. Let 

. 
(2.1) X = F(t,X), X(t0) = x0 , 

denote the initial value problem for a stiff system of ordinary differen

tial equations. The following one-step, m-stage integration formula is very 

similar to the one originally proposed by ROSENBROCK [16]: 



(2.2) 
X (j) = n 

X = n+1 

X , 
n 

X 
n 

+ T 

x<m) 
n , 

j-1 
}: 

l=O 

n = 

3 

yj > 0, j = O(l)m-1, 

A K(l) 
j ,l n 

, j = 1 ( 1) m, 

0, 1, ••• . 

X denotes the approximation at time t = t and T > 0 denotes the stepsize; 
n n 

t(j) = t + V.T, where v. satisfies the commonly imposed condition 
n n J J 

(2. 3) VO= 0, 0 < V. < 1 if j > 0. 
J 

The requirement v. > 0, j > 0, is necessary for obtaining order of consist
J 

ency greater than 1. I represents the unit matrix and the matrices J(j) are 
n 

defined by 

J (j) = n 
J(t<j> x<j>> 

n ' n ' 
J (t,X) = clF(t,x)/ax, 

(2 .4) j j 
- ( j) }: <l> -(j) r <l> t = a.. ,et X = a. . ,e_X n l=O J, n n l=O J, n 

where the parameters a.. 0 denote real scalars. 
J ,,c_ 

We wish to emphasize that the greater part of the existing Runge-Kutta-

Rosenbrock schemes allow, per integration step, at most one J(t,X)-evaluation 

and one matrix factorization. For our scheme this implies 

(2.5) a.. 0 = 1, a.. 0 = 0 if l > 0 and- y, = y, y constant. 
J, J,,t.. J 

Such a restriction is always made in order to minimize the computational 

overhead of one single integration step. Indeed, when we have to deal with 

a considerable number of components in (2.1), there is much to be said for 

such a choice. For the sake of analysis however, we wish to start the investi

gation with definition (2.4). Note that condition (2.5) implies a Jacobian 

evaluation at the step point (t ,X). Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock schemes evaluat-n n 
ting J(t,X) at non-step points have been discussed in [18,23]. Schemes based 
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on time-lagging Jacobians have been reported in [17,24,25]. 

In our investigation we shall need information on the performance of 

the Rosenbrock method when applied to certain types of linear problems 

. 
(2.6} X = F(t}X, X(O} = x0 , t € [O,T]. 

For problem (2.6} each stage of the Rosenbrock formula can be written as 

(2. 7} 

-(£.) ( (O} t(l}) and F(l} 
where Fn = F al,Otn + ••. +al,l n n = 
thus satisfies a relation of the form 

(2.8} 

j ~ 1, 

F(t(l)}. Each result (2.7} 
n 

R(j) (•;•} being a matrix. For a constant matrix F equation (2.8) reads 

(2. 9} = R(j} (TF}X 
n' 

R(j} (z} now being a rational function of the form 

(2 .10} 
j 

l 
l=O 

For an m-stage method, R(m} is called the stability function and determines 

its absolute stability region (see [12]}. The functions R{j), j < m, may be 

viewed upon as internal stability functions (cf. [22]}. 

3. THE SINGULARLY PERTURBED DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM 

In this section we shall try to give a more or less precise description 

of the (real} initial value problem 

• -1 
X = f(t,x,y,E} + € A(t}y, 

(3. 1) 
• -1 
y - g(t,x,y,E} + € µ(t)By, y(O} = y0 , 
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we deal with. The problem is considered on some finite interval [0,T], with 

initial vectors x0 and y0 independent of e:. We confine ourselves to problems 

possessing a unique bounded solution on [O,T] for all e: E (O,e:0], e:0 some 

suitable constant. To that end the right hand side functions are supposed to 

be at least continuously differentiable in all their arguments. The vector 

functions f and g are allowed to be non-linear. In particular, they are sup-
s s s 

posed to be bounded in e: as e: + 0. Further, f: [O,T] x lR 1 x lR 2 x (o,e:0 ] + JR 1 
s s s 

and g: [0,T] x JR 1 x JR 2 x (O,e:0 J+lR 2 , where s 1,s 2 ;?; O. A is at-dependent 

(s 1 ,s2)-matrix andµ is a scalar function which is strictly positive, i.e. 
~ µ(t) ;?; µ > 0 for all t E [O,T]. Finally, Bis a constant (s 2 ,s 2)-matrix whose 

spectrum A (B) lies in the negative half plane a:- = {z I Re (z) < O}. Throughout 

the paper it is assumed that the above mentioned properties hold. Occasional

ly, the solution functions will be denoted by x(t,e:) and y(t,e:), respectively. 

Following GRIEPENTROG [6], we shall now derive a result on the behaviour 

of the solution functions x(t,e:), y(t,e:) for decreasing e:, i.e. forincreasing 

stiffness. In the remainder the symbol D•II always denotes the maximum norm. 

It will be clear from the context which particular maximum norm is referred 

to. We need the following lemma [6]: 

LEMMA 3.1. Let a= max{Re(A): A€ A(B)} < 0 and T > O. Then a constant K 

exists, such that llexp(TB)II :,; Kexp (a-r/2). D 

THEOREM 3.1. For all t E [O,T] and e: E (O,e:0] the solution functions x(t,e:) 

and y(t,e:) of the initial value problem (3.1? satisfy 

I • -1 1 ~ -1 llx(t,e:) II ::; K0, lx(t,e:) II ::; K1 [e: exp(2 aµe: t) + 1], 

(3. 2) 
~ 1 ~ -1 Dy(t,e:)11 :,; K0[exp(2 aµe: t) + e:J, 

• ~ -1 1 ~ -1 lly(t,e:)11 ::;K1[e: exp(2 aµe: t)+1], 

K0 , K0 , K1 and K1 being positive constants independent oft and e:. 

PROOF. To the second equation of (3.1) there corresponds the integral equa

tion 

(3. 3) y(t,e:) -1 * = exp(E M(t)B)yO + y. (t,E), 
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where 

t 

M(t) = I µ(T)dT, 

0 

t 

* y (t,£) = I -1 
exp(£ [M(t) -M(T)]B)g(T,x(T,£),y(T,£),£)dT. 

0 

Let n > 0 be independent oft and£, such that for all t E [O,T] and 

£ E (O,£O), llg(t,x(t,£) ,y(t,£) ,£)11 :,;; n. Then, using Lemma 3.1, 

t 

(3.4) lly*(t,£)11:,;; nK f exp(½ a.£- 1[M(t) -M(-r)])d-r. 

0 

From the mean-value theorem it follows that 

~ M(t) - M(T) = (t-T)µ(0) ~ (t-T)µ, T < 0 < t. 

Subs:titut:ion into (3.4) and evaluation of the resulting integral shows the 

* existence of a constant K such that 

(3.5) lly*(t,£)11 * ~ K £. 

Next, substitution into (3.3) and again using Len:nna 3.2 leads us to an in

equality of the form 

(3.6) lly(t,£) II 

. 
The inequality for y(t,£) is now readily obtained by substitution of y(t,£) 

into the differential equation. 

Further, to the first equation of (3.1) there corresponds the integral 

equation 

t t 

( 3. 7) x(t,£) = X + 
0 f -1 f f(T,x(T,£) ,y(T,£) ,£)dT + £ A(T)y(T,£)dT. 

0 0 

By using (3.6) and (3.7) the inequality Dx(t,£)11 ~ KO is easy to obtain. 

Finally, direct substitution of (3.6) into the first differential equation 

leads to the inequality for i(t,£). D 
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Because of inequalities (3.2) the solution functions x(t,£) and y(t,£) 

may be characterized as follows. Normally the x-solution consists of a rapid

ly decaying transient component and a slowly varying smooth component. The 

smooth component determines x(t,£) everywhere outside the transient phase. 

The transient behaviour of x(t,£) is completely determined by the transient 

of they-solution. Further, to a large extent the magnitude of the smooth 

component is independent of the stiffness parameter£. For they-solution the 

situation is somewhat different. Typically, it contains a rapidly decaying 

transient component and, provided g does not vanish, a smooth component, viz. 

* * y (t,£). According to (3.6) however, lly (t,£) II = 0(£) for all t E (0,T]. Con-

sequently, the magnitude of the smooth part of y(t,£) does depend on the 

stiffness parameter£. If£+ 0, the smooth component vanishes for all t E 

(O,T]. Hence, in a practical situation it will be smooth x-solution in which 

we are mostly interested, £ being so small that the transients can be neglect-

ed and that the smooth y-solution is of less practical interest. It shall be 

clear now that a suitable integration method for (3.1) should generate approx

imations to the smooth solutions which show a similar behaviour in£. In 

particular, the method should be capable to generate such approximations with 

some stepsize T being independent of£. That is, it should be possible to let 

£ + 0 for fixed T. This is the requirement that we shall concentrate on (see 

[20] for a discussion on this type of requirement in a more general setting). 

Some further model aspects of (3.1), in relation to the D-stability model 

equation, will be treated in Section 5. 

4. THE PROPERTIES OF £-BOUNDEDNESS AND £-ACCURACY 

Suppose we apply an integration method to problem (3.1) to obtain the 

approximation sequences {x} and {y }, n = 1(1)T/T, T some given stepsize. 
n n 

In view of Theorem 3.1, one should then require that {x} and {y} satisfy 
n n 

( 4. 1) n=1(1)T/T, £+0, 

* * for every stepsize TE (0,T ], where T is a constant independent of£. The 

property y = O(s) is rather unusual. Therefore, to make clear how one has 
n 

to interpret the relations (4.1), we shall begin with a simple, illustrative 
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example. Consider the scalar problem 

-1 -t 
y = -£ y + e y(0) = y0 , 

with exact solution 

Application of the 1-stage Rosenbrock scheme yields 

-1 -tn 
AlOTE e 

y n + £ ----_-1-
l+y O -rE 

Let us consider one single integration step, say at the initial point 

c1 and c2 being positive constants not depending on£ E (0,£0] and TE 

* * (0,, ], , > 0 arbitrary. In other words, we always have y 1 = 0(1) as£+ 0 

uniformly in -r. Now set AlO = Yo· Then 

-1 
£ y0-r£ 

Y1 = Yo+£ , 
£+Yo• 1+y0-r£ 

-1 

and again we may write 

The constant c2 can again be chosen independent of, and£. For c1 this no 

longer holds, as 

Thus, for T fixed, we can write y 1 = 0(£) as£+ 0; but the constant implied 

by this relation grows with 1/-r as T + O. Such a situation was to be expected 



as the constant implied by the relation y(T) = O(E), E + 0, also grows as 

T + 0. 

9 

As observed before, in our analysis we will consider (T,E)-values where 

* * TE (0,T] and EE (O,E0J, T and EO being constants. However, we shall al-

ways let E + 0 for fixed T-values. In other words, the relations (4.1) which 

we are going to investigate are not valid uniformly in T (cf. [20], p. 102). 

This should not be considered as an essential restriction. In the present 

investigation limit processes in T/E + 0 are of no relevance. Finally, it is 

worth noting that if y = O(E), the next approximation y 1 is always O(E). 
n n+ 

We shall now proceed with the general case. For the sake of analysis 

it is again convenient to investigate one single integration step. Because 

of the fact that the initial values of problem (3.1) are always constant, 

i.e. independent of E, we then have to distinguish 2 types of starting points 

for such a single step. We employ the following definition: 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let (t,x,y) be a given point in [O,T] X::Rs1 x ::Rs2, where x 

and y may be parameterized by E. This point is called £-bounded if both x 

and y are 0(1) as E + 0. This point is called E-accurate if x = 0(1) and 

y = O(E) as E + 0. □ 

Next we shall define E-boundedness and £-accuracy as a property of the 

integration method. We wish to emphasize that in these definitions we consi

der one single integration step at an £-bounded starting point. When discus

sing the results special attention will be paid to cases where the starting 

point is already £-accurate (see Remark 4.2). 

DEFINITION 4.2. Them-stage Rosenbrock method -(2.2) is E-bounded on class 

(3.1), or possibly on a subclass, if for all problems in this class the fol

lowing is true. Suppose we are given some £-bounded starting point (t,x,y). 

* * Then a constant T exists, T being independent of E, such that for all fixed 
* (') (') (') 

TE (0,T] all Rosenbrock points (t J ,x J ,y J ), j = l(l)m, are again 

£-bounded. D 

DEFINITION 4.3. Them-stage Rosenbrock method is £-accurate if it is £-bound
(') (') (') 

ed and if, in addition, the points (t J ,x J ,y J ), j = l(l)m, are E-accu-

~te. □ 
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Obviously, if a method is e-accurate relations (4.1) are satisfied. The 

reason why we impose our conditions also on all intermediate stages is that 

we deal with a multi-stage method and a non-linear equation. If for some j, 

j < m, the corresponding j-stage method is note-accurate, contrary to the 
(') (') (') (') 

m-stage method, the derivative evaluations f(t J ,x J ,y J ,e) and g(t J , 

x(j) ,Y(j) ,e) will cause them-stage results to be unnecessarily inaccurate. 

Here the relevance of the non-linearity off and g becomes apparent. For the 

sake of completeness we still observe that the extra conditions in Definition 
. (m) (m) (m) 

4.2 might be omitted, that 1.s, normally thee-boundedness of (t ,x ,y ) 
(') (') (') 

cannot be obtained if one or more intermediate points (t J ,x J ,y J) are 

note-bounded. In view of our definition of e-accuracy however, we prefer 

the extra conditions also in our definition of e-boundedness. Furthermore, 

it slightly facilitates the analysis. 

REMARK 4.1. The criteria of e-boundedness and e-accuracy are not directly 

related to the propagation of errors, such as the concept of absolute stabil

ity. They may be viewed upon as local accuracy criteria. If they are not ful

filled, we may find large local errors in non-limit situations. From this 

point of view £-boundedness is similar to the criterion of D-stability pro

posed by VAN VELDHUIZEN [21]. They help us to distinguish between methods 

with the same domain of absolute stability. A more comprehensive discussion 

concerning the interpretation is postponed to Remark 4.2, immediately after 

the first result. 0 

Let us now investigate under what conditions a Rosenbrock method is 

e-bounded and e-accurate. First we introduce some notations. We shall write 

where 

and 

(4.2) 

T 
X = [x,y] ' F(t,X,e) = V(t,X,e) + W(t,X,e), 

= [f(t,x,y,e)], 
V(t,X,e) 

g(t,x,y,e) 

= ,,.-l[A(t)y] , W(t,X,e) ... 
µ(t)By 

I -·yTJ(t,X,e) = L(t,X,e) + M(t,e)' 
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where Land M represent the block matrices 

L(t,X,e:) and so on, 

-- [IOl M(t,e:) 
-y-re: -1.P. (t) l 

_ 1 , I. is (s. ,s.) -unit matrix. 
1 1 1 r 2-y-re: µ(t)B 

Furthermore we (formally) denote 

- -
P Ct, t,x,x, e:) - - - -1 = [L(t,X,e:) +M(t,£)] V(t,X,e:), 

(4.3) 
- - - - - -1 Q(t,t,X,X,e:) = [L(t,X,e:) + M(t,e:)] W(t,X,e:), 

K(t,t,X,X,e:) = P(t,t,X,X,e:) + Q(t,t,X,X,e:). 

Upper indices will be used in the same way as in equation (2.2). Subindices 

will be omitted. 

Next we prove some auxiliary results on the inversion of matrices of 

type (4.2). 

LEMMA 4.1. A constant C > 0 exists such that IIM-1 (t,e:)II ~ C for all t E [O,T], 

e: E (O,e:0 ] and all T > 0. Moreover, C can be chosen independent oft, T and 

e:. 

-1 - -1 PROOF. Because y-re: µ(t) > 0 and A(B) c ~, the inverse of r 2 -y-re: µ(t)B 

always exists, which implies the existence of the inverse of M(t,e:). The as

sertion now easily follows from the definition-of M-1 (t,e:): 

(4. 4) -1 [Il 
M (t,e:) = O 

-1 -1 -1] y-re: A(t)[I2 - y-re: µ (t) B] 

-1 -1 
[r2 - y-re: µ (t) B] 

□ 

Observe that this lemma allows us to write 
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(4.2') L(t,X,e:) + M(t,e:) = M(t,e:)[I+M-1 (t,e:)L(t,X,e:)], 

and, for all t E [0,T] and all T > 0, 

(4.4 1 ) -1 -- [I01 M (t, e:) 0(1)] , 

0 ( e:) 
e: -+ o. 

Here it is once more emphasized that the O(e:) relation in the above equation 

is not valid uniformly in T, that is, the constant implied varies as 1/T as 

T-+ 0. Here, and in the following, Tis kept fixed as e:-+ 0. 

LEMMA 4.2. Let X = X(e:) be bounded in e: E (0,e:0]. Then the matrix 
-1 

I+M (t,e:)L(t,X,e:) is invertible for all t E [0,T], e: E (0,e:0 ] and 

T € co,.*], T* being a constant independent oft and e:. 

PROOF. Because Xis bounded in e: E (0,e:0], a constant C > 0 exists such that 

IIL(t,X,e:)11 s TC, the constant C being independent oft E [0,T] and e: E (0,e:0]. 

By making use of Lemma 4.1 we thus have IIM- 1 (t,e:)L(t,X,e:)II s TCC, C and C 

being independent oft E [0,T] and e: E (0,e:0]. The proof is completed by 

* * ~ choosing T such that T CC< 1. D 

A corollary of Lennna 4.2 is that for a given e: E (0,e:0 ] the existence 

of some finite approximation sequence {x0 , ••• ,~/T} can always be guaranteed. 

Further, for all t E [0,T] it is possible to write 

(4.5) 
__ [o (1) 

[I +M-l (t,e:)L(t,X,e) ]-l 
o (e) 

€ -+ o, 

provided xis bounded in e: and the stepsize Tis sufficiently small. Under 

these assumptions we can also write 

(4.6) 
_ 1 [o (1) 

[L(t,X,e:) +M(t,e:)] = 
0(€) 

0(1)] , 

0 ( e:) 
e: -+ o. 
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~EMMA 4.3. Let X = X(e:), X = X(e:) be bounded in e: E (0,e:0]. Then a constant 

* * -r exists such that for all TE (0,T J and t,t E [0,T], the vector P satis-

fies 

(4. 7) e: + 0, 

* while T does not depend on t and t. 

PROOF. See relation (4.6) and the definition of P(t,t,X,X,e:). 0 

Finally, our last auxiliary result: 

LEMMA 4.4. For all t,£ E [0,T], e: E (0,e:0 ] and T > 0 we can write 

(4.8) [ 
-1 _ -1 _ -1 l -l _ · -l A(t)y+yTe: A(t)[I2-yTe: µ(t)B] µ(t)By 

M (t,e:)W(t,X,e:) = e: -l _ -l • 
[I2-yT£ µ(t)B] µ(t)By 

If A(t) = A(t) and µ(t) = µ(t), equation (4.8) simplifies to 

(4.8') 

PROOF. See Lemma 4.1 and the definition of W(t,X,e:). D 

We are now ready to discuss the main results. For clarity, first a theo

rem on the most simple Rosenbrock scheme: 

THEOREM 4.1. The 1-stage Rosenbrock method is e:~bounded on problem class 

(3.1). This method is £-accurate on this class, iff its stability function 

R(l)(z) satisfies R(l)( 00 ) = O. 

PROOF. For some given £-bounded starting point (t,X), the 1-stage scheme can 

be formulated as 

(4.9) 

K(O~ = P(t,t,x,x,e:) + Q(t,t,X,X,e:). 
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* According to Lemma 4.3, a constant T exists such that for all TE (O,T*], 

P satisfies 

(4.10) P(t,t,X,X,£) = [0(1) ,o(e)]T_ 

According to equation (4.8'), we can always write 

(4.11) 

* Application of relation (4.5) then yields, for TE (0,T ], 

(4.12) 

* so that, for TE (0,T ], 

(4.13) 

(1) 
where R (z} = (1+(A 10-y0)z}/(1-y0z). The assertions of the theorem now fol-

low immediately from relation (4.13). D 

REMARK 4.2. In definitions (4.2) - (4.3) we consider £-bounded starting points. 

Now suppose that a given starting point is already £-accurate (and thus cer

tainly £-bounded). From equation (4.13) it then follows that y(l) is always 

0(£), even if A10 ~ y0 • Thus in order to generate £-accurate approximation 

sequences according to relations (4.1), we might confine ourselves to putting 

A10 = y0 , i.e. R(l) (00 ) = O, only in the first integration step starting at 

the initial point (x0 ,y0). We do recommend however to require R(l) (00 ) = 0 

also in all subsequent steps, at least in the initial phase of the integra

tion. We support this by the following observations. In our investigations 

we allow arbitrarily high stiffness, that is, we let£+ 0. Such a limit pro

cess facilitates the analysis, and, of course, should lead to concepts being 

of use in practical non-limit situations (cf. [20,21]). Concerning the 
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approximation of the transient y-component, however, the use of such a limit 

process may lead to a too optimistic outlook. Though y 1 =O(s) if R(1) (00 ) =0, 

the constant implied by this relation may be rather large due to the occur

rence of the transient y-component (see the example in the beginning of this 

section; note that if y 0 = 0, that constant is always of modest size). For a 

quick damping of they-transient, it thus is recommended to have R(l) (00 ) = 0 

in a large numbeir of steps. 

The proof of the preceding theorem also shows that in generals-accuracy 

does not imply absolute stability. Suppose that we have y 0 = 0. Then, accord

ing to equation (4.13), x 1 = 0(1), y 1 = O(s) irrespective the values of A10 

and y 0 • 

For future reference, it will appear that the remarks given here also 

apply to the results we shall derive for the general m-stage Rosenbrock me

thod. 0 

THEOREM 4.2. Let them-stage Rosenbrock method bes-bounded on class (3.1). 

The m+1-stage method is thens-bounded on this class, iff (i) t(m) = t(m) 

or (ii) the vector y(m) is always O(s). 

* * PROOF. By assumption a constant t exists such that for all t E (0,t] the 

vectors X(j), j = 0(1)m, are 0(1) as t + 0. As 

(4.14) = x<O) + t jI1 A K(l) 
l=O j,l , . 

j = r,2, ... , 

(0) (m-1) 
the increment vectors K , .•. ,K are then also 0(1) ass+ 0. Conse-

1 th d ' b d d ' (m+l) ( 1) . ff quently, them+ -stage me o is s- oun e , i.e. X = O , i 

K(m) = 0(1). According to (4.3), K(m) is given by 

(4.15) 

We first establish, by means of Lemma 4.3, that if t* is sufficiently small 
(m) 

P always satisfies 

(4.16) 

We therefore can concentrate on Q(m) which is defined by 

(4.17) 
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* provided T is sufficiently small (see Lexmna 4.2). Let us consider the expres-

sion for M-1 (t(m) ,E)W(t(m) ,x<m) ,E) as given in equation (4.8). The second 

component vector is certainly 0(1). On class (3.1) the first component vector 

can'be seen to be 0(1), iff t(m) = t(m) or y(m) = O(E). By making use of re

lation (4.5) we thus conclude that, on class (3.1), the first component vec

tor of Q(m) = 0(1), iff t(m) = t(m) or y(m) = O(E). D 

Evidently, E-boundedness is determined by the boundedness of the expression 

(4.18) -1 -2 - -1 - -1 E A(t)y + YTE A(t) [I 2 -yTE µ(t)B] µ(t)By. 

Bearing this in mind the following theorem is now easy to prove: 

THEOREM 4.3.Any Rosenbrock method is E-bounded on the class of problems (3.1) 

where A and µ are both constant. Any Rosenbrock method is E-bounded on the 

class where A(t) is the zero matrix. D 

- (m) 
The requirement t = t(m), occurring in Theorem 4.2, is rather un-

pleasant because it means a Jacobian evaluation at stage m (see (2.4)). We 

shall proceed with the second requirement. This requirement is certainly ful

filled if them-stage method is also E-accurate. A more detailed result is 

given below: 

THEOREM 4.4. Let them-stage Rosenbrock method be E-bounded on class (3.1), 
(m) 

or possibly on a subclass. Then the vector y is always O(E), iff for all 

functionsµ in this class the matrix 

(4.19) 
(m) -1 (0) -1 -(m-1) 

R (TE µ(t )B, •.. ; ••• ,TE µ(t )B) = O(E), E-'- ➔ 0, 

where R(m) is defined as in equation (2.8). 

* * PROOF. By assumption a constant T exists such that for all TE (0,T ], the 
( . ) 

vectors X J , j = 0(1)m, are 0(1) as E ➔ 0. By repeating part of the deriva-

* tions in the proof of Theorem 4.2 we then can prove that, for TE (0,T ], 

the second component of the vector K(j), say k(j), satisfies 

(4.20) 



By definition 

(m) 
y = y + T 

m-1 
l A . k(j} 

m,J j=O 
(4.21) 

= y + T 

According to relations (2.7) - (2.8) we thus have 

( 4. 22) (m) (m) -1 (0) 
y = R (TE µ(t )B, ••• 

-1 -(m-1) 
••• ,TE µ(t )B)y + O(E). 

By making use of Theorems 4.1 - 4.2, and by repeated application of 

Theorem 4.4, WG next can prove 
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□ 

THEOREM 4.5. Them-stage Rosenbrock method is E-accurate on class (3.1), or 

possibly on a subclass, iff for all functionsµ in this class the matrices 

R(j), j = 1(1)m, satisfy 

(4.23) 
(j) -1 (0) 

R (TE µ(t )B, ••• 
-1 - (j-1) 

••• ,TE µ(t )B) 0 (E) , E ➔ 0. □ 

( . ) 
It thus depends on all matrices R J , j = 1(1)m, whether an m-stage 

method is E-accurate or not. We shall show that conditions (4.23) can be sat

isfied, if and only if all stability functions R(j) (z) do have a zero at in

finity. 

THEOREM 4.6. Them-stage Rosenbrock method is E-accurate on class (3.1), if 

and only if the stability function R(m) (z), as well as all internal stability 

functions R(j) (z), j = 1(1)m-1, do have a zero at infinity. 

PROOF. The matrices R(j) appearing in equation (4.23) are defined by the re-

cursion 

(4.24) 
( . 'I R J, 
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Because t(O) = t(O~, R(j), for all j > 0, can be rewritten as 

(4.25) 

Now suppose that Aj, 0 = y 0 for j = 1 ( 1) m. It is then immediate that all mat

rices R(j), j = 1(1)m, are 0(€). Next suppose that for at least one j, 
R (j) y0 • Let j 1 be the minimal integer from these. Then 

( . ) 
and thus R J1 must be 0(1). Consequently, all matrices 

XjO 1 
= ~(€), j = 1(1)j 1-1 

1/J) are 0(€) if and 

only if all parameters A. 0 satisfy A. 0 = y0 • Finally, by again making use 
], J, (") 

of relation (4.24), it follows that all rational functions R J (z) satisfy 

R(j) (oo) = 0, if and only if Xj,O = y0 , j ~ m. 0 

We conclude this section by giving a short summary of our main results. 

First we establish that any Rosenbrock method (2.2) is E-bounded on the 2 

classes of problems where A(t) = 0 and A andµ are both constant, respective

ly. An m-stage method using m-evaluations of the Jacobian matrix within one 

single integration st2p, i.e. t(j) = t(j) for j = O(l)m-1, is always E-bound

ed. Apart from the fact that we prefer E-accuracy, such a method will usually 

be computationally expensive. To guarantee that an m+stage Rosenbrock method 

is E-accurate, and thus E-bounded, we have to require that the stability func

tion R(m) (z), as well as all internal stability functions R(j) (z), do have a 

zero at infinity. For schemes using at most 1 Jacobian evaluation per step 

such internal stability functions are in general also necessary to obtain 

E-boundedness, i.e., if R(m) (00 ) = 0, £-boundedness generally implies£

accuracy. These facts confirm the relevance of the concept of internal stabi-

lity introduced in [22]. Finally it is once more noted that in Definitions 

4.2 - 4.3 we consider E-bounded starting points (t,x,y). If we perform an in-
(') (') (') 

tegration step at an E-accurate point, all Rosenbrock points (t J ,x J ,y J ) 

are always £-accurate again. This can be shown by means of relation (4.22) 

which can be written down for j = 1,2, •••• See Remark 4.2 for a correct 

interpretation of £-accurate starting points. 
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5. SOME NOTES ON D-STABILITY 

The boundedness of a finite approximation sequence i~ E·E (0,£0] is a 

property which, in a somewhat different setting, has earlier been defined as 

D-stability (see VAN VELDHUIZEN [21]). Among others, van Veldhuizen has in

vestigated Rosenbrock methods (a 2-stage generalized Runge-Kutta method). 

In this section we shall connect our concepts of £-boundedness and £-accuracy 

with van Veldhuizen's D-stability concept. Further we shall point out acer

tain shortcoming of our model equation. The section is concluded with a new 

result on D-stability. 

D-stability applies to linear equations of type (2.6). Let S represent 

some class of stiff systems of type (2.6). For our Rosenbrock method (2.2) 

the definition of D-stability, related to the class S, is then given by 

DEFINITION 5.1. Them-stage Rosenbrock method is called D(S)-stable if for 

* all stiff systems in the class S, for all t E [0,T], and all TE (0,T ], the 

matrix R(m) given in equation (2.8) satisfies 

(5 .1) nR (m) ( F(0) F(m-1). F·(O) ·(m-l))II T , ••• ,T , T , ••• ,TF ~ M < oo, 

* M a constant depending only on T and the class S. □ 

For S 1 being the class of all linear, homogeneous equations contained 

in class (3.1), the definition of D(S1)-stability slightly differs from our 

definition of £-boundedness. In Definition (5.1) no additional conditions on 

the intermediate stages occur. Further, as D-stability applies to linear 

problems, it does not take account of the £-dependence of starting points. 

Of course, much depends on the choice of S. In [21] the investigation is 

concentrated on 

. 
DEFINITION 5.2. The class S consists of all linear systems X = F(t)X, para-

meterized by£ E (0,£0], that satisfy the conditions 

(Sl) X(t) 

(S2) F (t) 

2 
E 0:: , 

= E(t)D(t)E-1 (t), for all t E [0,T], where 
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-- [d01 (t) D (t) 

-1 
(S3) d 1 , d2 , E and E depend smoothly on t and possibly on E E ( 0, e0], and 

the derivatives from order zero up to a sufficiently high order are 

bounded on [0,T] x (0,e0]. 0 

Any system belonging to S thus is of the form 

(5. 2) 

where a .. depends smoothly on t and E (see [21] for a discussion of proper-
1J 

ties (S1) - (S3)). Now consider our model equation (3.1). Let, for reasons of 

comparison, both x and y be scalars and complex (for our investigation a non

essential change). Next, linearization off and g yields systems of the form 

(5. 3) 

where a .. again depends smoothly on t and, possibly, on E. We shall further 
1J 

assume that all systems (5.3) satisfy properties (S1) - (S3). For convenience 

we introduce the class S2 : 

DEFINITION 5. 3. The class S2 consists of all linear systems (5. 3) that satisf:i 

properties (S1) - (S3). D 

Equation (5.3) may be viewed upon as a prototype of the first variation

al form of our non-linear model equation. 

Obviously, S2 is a subclass of class S. In fact, when considered as a 

model equation, equation (5.3), and also equation (3.1), exhibits a certain 

shortcoming. We shall explain this. According to point (a) mentioned in the 

introduction, a desirable property of a model equation is that it permits the 

simultanec)US occurrence of smooth and transient solution components. Further

more, givEm such a model equation, it is desirable that these components may 
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be coupled in various ways. Following van Veldhuizen, we shall shortly de

scribe these couplings. Consider a system belonging to class S. Denote 

Y(t) = E-l(t)X(t). Then 

(5. 4) 
. 
Y = [D(t) -C(t) ]Y, C (t) 

-1 • 
= E (t)E(t), 

is equivalent to this system. In case C(t) is a diagonal matrix for all 

t E [0,T], it has been uncoupled by the transformation X = EY, that is, there 

exists no coupling between smooth and transient solution components. In case 

a coupling exists, we employ the following definition: 

DEFINITION 5.4. The coupling from the smooth to the transient component, at 

* . * t = t, is weak if c21 (t) = 0(£). The coupling from the transient to the 

* * smooth component, at t = t ,, is weak if c12 (t) = 0(£). If a coupling is not 

weak, we call it strong. D 

It is perhaps clarifying to remark that, as a consequence of property 

(S3), C(t) remains bounded on [0,T] as£+ 0. Now given a problem from class 

S2 c S, the following lemma reveals the couplings it desc~ibes: 

LEMMA 5.1. Let X = F(t)X belong to class S 2 • 

(i) Suppose F(t) is non-triangular. Then 

• • d 
d2 (t)a12 (t)-d2 (t)a12 (t)-£ at (a11 (t)a12 (t)) 

(5.5) 
[d2 (t)-£d1 (t)]a12 (t) 

• • d 
£[d1 (t)a12 (t)-d1 (t)a12 (t)]-£ dt (a11 (t)a12 (t)) 

[d2 {t)-£d1 {t)]a12 (t) 

{ii) Suppose F{t) is lower triangular. Then 

(5.6) 
£a21 (t)[i22(t)-£i11 (t)]+£i21 (t)[£a11 (t)-a22{t)] 

£all (t)-a22(t) 

= 0(£). 

= 0(£). 
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{iii) Suppose F{t) is upper triangular. Then 

(5. 7) 

a22{t);12{t)-a12{t)i22{t)+ea12{t)[i11{t)-i22{t)] 

a 22 {t)-ea11 {t) 

c21 Ct) = o. 

PROOF. By making use of properties {S1) - (S3) the proof follows easily from 

elementary matrix algebra. D 

We can conclude that in all cases c21 {t) = O(e). Consequently, class 

S2 does not describe a strong coupling from sm::,oth to transient components. 

This is in fact the shortcoming we meant. Furthermore, class S2 does not con

tain all systems having c21 (t) = O{E), so S 2 c Wst' Wst being the subclass 

of S for which on the whole time interval c21 (t) = O{e) (cf. [21]). 

The importance of the coupling classification is clearly exemplified by 

Theorem 3.1 in [21]. This theorem applies to our 2-stage Rosenbrock method 

satisfying restriction {2.5). Let Wts be defined in the same way as Wst" One 

of the results of van Veldhuizen's theorem then is that this 2-stage method 

is D{WtsuWst)-stable, iff R{l)(co) = 0 (cf. our Theorems 4.1-4.2). A nega

tive result is that this 2-stage method, and probably any multistage method 

satisfying restriction (2.5) , cannot be D{S)-stable. So, if we have to deal 

with a problem possessing a strong coupling from smooth to transient, as well 

as from transient to smooth, the property of D-stability cannot be guaranteed 

For the sake of clarity we shall give a simple exam~le: 

EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider the system {a similar e~ample has been quoted by KREISS 

[11 ]) 

(5 .8) 
. [a1 {t) 
X = E {t) 

0 

0 l 1 -l E (t), 
E a2 {t) 

where a1 and a2 satisfy property {S3) and where 

(5. 9) 
__ [cos vt 

E{t) 
sin vt 

-sin vtl 
, · v constant. 

cos vt 



For the new dependent variable Y(t) = E-1 (t)X(t) we obtain (cf. equation 

(5.4)) 

(5.10) 
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Clearly, for all t, c12 (t) = -v and c21 (t) = v. Thus we have to deal with 

strong couplings, i.e. equation (5.8) belongs to class S\{W tuW }. Further-
s ~ 

more, for our 2-stage Rosenbrock method satisfying restriction (2.5), it is 

not difficult to verify that the constant Min Definition 5.1 does not exist, 

i.e. the property of D-stability does not hold. It is also worthwhile to 

observe that system (5.10) is of type (5.3), that is, it belongs to class 

S2 . Application of Theorem 4.3 then immediately shows (A(t) is zero) that 

any Rosenbrock method generates finite £-bounded approximation sequences 

for system (5.10). We must conclude that a simple transformation of the 

differential equaion may lead to a qualitatively different behaviour of the 

Rosenbrock method. D 

D(S)-stability can be proved if we drop restriction (2.5): 

THEOREM 5.1. Them-stage Rosenbrock method (2.2) is D(S)-stable if t(j) =t(j), 
-(') (') 

i.e. X J = X J , for j = 0(1)m-1. 

( . ) 
PROOF. For the linear equation X = F(t)X, the expression for X J now reads 

(see equation (2.7)) 

(5.11) j = 1(1)m • 

. 
If X = F(t)X belongs to class S, then 

(5.12) 

w w Hence a constant• > 0 exists such that, uniform in. E (0,,. ], the 

matrix (5.12) is 0(1) as£+ O. D 
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By definition, t(O) = t(O). Thus the 1-stage scheme is always D(S)

stable. For a multistage scheme the equalities t(j) = t(j) imply m Jacobian 

matrix evaluations per integration step. It. shall be clear that in most prac

tical situations the use of such a D(S)-stable Rosenbrock scheme involves a 

considerable computational overhead. 

As pointed out by VAN VELDHUIZEN [21], the lack of D-stability may re

sult in large local errors in non-limit situations. Therefore, the conclusion 

that can be drawn from this section is that Rosenbrock schemes are not the 

proper methods for problems exhibiting only strong couplings. In case of a 

weak coupling, we expect that D-stability can always be obtained if all in

ternal stability functions R(j) (z) satisfy R(j) (m} = 0 (cf. our Theorem 4.6). 

6. FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the present investigation was to get insight in the per

formance of Runge-Kutta-Rosenbrock methods when applied to non-linear stiff 

systems. To that end we analyzed the original Rosenbrock method for 2 model 

systems. Among others, these models have in common a time-varying eigen

system, like a general non-linear equation has. For schemes using one Jacobiar 

matrix evaluation per time step our results strongly indicate to the conclu

sion that to cope with time-varying eigensystems, in any case in the initial 

phase of the integration, the stability function R(m) (z}, as well as all in

ternal stability functions R(j) (z), should have a zero at infinity (see also 

[22]). Furthermore, if we have to deal with eigensystems exhibiting only 

strong couplings, the performance of these Rosenbrock schemes will be far 

from optimal. For such problems one should reevaluate the Jacobian at each 

stage. Unfortunately, this strategy will normally result in a considerable 

computational overhead. 

As observed before, the properties we investigated are not directly re

lated to the propagation of errors, like, for example, A-stability does. 

Hence if a scheme is constructed on the basis of our results, the resulting 

stability function R(m) (z) needs an additional investigation. 

In a future contribution the author intends to report numerical experi

ments with the aim of clarifying and supporting the results and conclusions 

of the present investigation. 
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